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Korntal-Münchingen, 11 October 2010 
 
Central website and new products 
 
greenteQ.info – everything you need to know in one 
place  
 
With more than 1,800 articles, the greenteQ product range of VBH 
has grown to an impressive size. The new www.greenteQ.info 
Internet site therefore offers all the information about the individual 
products as of now. In designing the Internet site, VBH attached 
considerable importance to a clear layout – despite the high 
information volume. The important thing is that everyone can find 
the information he requires, quickly and easily. 
 
With seven clearly structured product groups and 32 article groups, 
greenteQ.info represents a comprehensive information and service 
portal for existing and potential customers. Here they can find all the 
information as well as test certificates, product data sheets, assembly 
manuals and technical instructions to download. The new platform also 
provides pictures, technical data and the article number for each and 
every article. The product range is subdivided into the following 
categories: Window and door hardware, Chemicals, Profiles and 
Sealants, Elements, Fastening Technology and Tools.  
 
All country-specific products such as the 1K winter gun foam from 
building material class B3, have been incorporated into the new 
greenteQ-homepage. Giving the site an international character was 
important to VBH: all information is therefore available in German, 
English and Russian and the safety data sheets are available in as many 
as 23 languages. In the long term, the entire site is to be available in all 
23 languages of the countries in which VBH is present. In Germany, the 
sales share of the brand has already reached 5% 16 months after its 
launch.  
 
New: sash seals and sash upstand seals for wooden windows and 
doors 
 
The article range on greenteQ.info is always up to date. For example, 
three new articles for wooden windows and doors have been added to 
the Seals area: the greenteQ sash seal 12 TPE, the greenteQ sash 
upstand seal 3 TPE and the greenteQ front door seal TPE-V. These are 
made from a thermoplastic elastomeric and highly networked EPDM-X + 
PP are easy to attach and have very good weather and ozone 
resistance, with a ten-year UV stability guarantee. The greenteQ sash 
seal 12 TPE and sash upstand seal 3 TPE have also been CE tested, 
and are available on the www.ce-fix.de homepage for configuring 
window and door designs. In addition, the seals have low closing 
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pressure and good resilience, and can be over painted at the time of 
installation or at a later point in time without ink repellent effects. The 
smooth, silicon-free surface is available in black, white, graphite grey, 
brown and beige. Naturally, the three greenteQ seals can be completely 
recycled in an environmentally-friendly manner. 
 
www.greenteQ.info   
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greenteQ sash upstand seal 3 TPE greenteQ sash seal 12 TPE 

 
 
 
Print-quality text and artwork are available for download at 
www.vbh.de  
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